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Instructions
1. Start each answer on a new page and answer all parts of a question at one place.
2. Write legibly for complete credit. Clearly state all your assumptions.
3. All Java programs must adhere to proper style as suggested by authors of Objects First with Java book.

A non-adherence to proper coding style attracts a penalty of 2 marks for each class.
4. Make an index on the back side of the front page of the main answer sheet.

1. Create a PhoneBill class to represent the phone billing system. The phone bill class stores all the call
details in two arrays, namely national and international calls. For this purpose, you need to define two
classes namely, NationalCall and InternationalCall.
Define the NationalCall with the following attributes. You can include your own attributes also, if required.
a) Source phone number b) Destination phone number c) Total duration of current call in
seconds d) Total duration of all calls e) Current call price
f) Total price of all calls

Include a constructor that constructs a NationalCall object from the parameters for:
a) Source phone number b) Destination phone number c) Total duration of current call in seconds
The InternationalCall class is defined with the following additional attributes apart from the attributes of
NationalCall class.
a) Source phone number Country code b) Destination phone number Country code
The following table shows per minute call rates as per the call durations.

Call Duration National Call Rates International Call Rates

<= First minute 76 paise Rs. 3/-
> First Minute and <= second minute 60 paise Rs. 2.5/-
> Second minute 45 paise Rs. 2/-

Also, define a method as DiscountCall in PhoneBill class that will calculate the discount provided to
the customer depending upon the duration of the call. The discount rates are different for national and
international calls. The table below shows some of the sample values for the discount offer.

Total Duration of All Calls Discount on National
Call Rates

Discount on International
Call Rates

> 10 and <= 20 minutes 5% 8%
> 20 minutes 7% 10%

Write a suitable constructor to all classes that will initialize all data members and construct the objects for
the class.

Write a showCallDetails to display the details of NationalCall and InternationalCall class.
Write calculateBill and showBill methods for PhoneBill class.

Draw the sequence and collaboration diagrams for calculateBill method.

Marking scheme is as follows.

(a) NationalCall class (6M)

(b) InternationalCall class (6M)

(c) PhoneBill class (10M)

(d) The sequence and collaboration diagrams for calculateBill method. (8M)

(e) Draw the class diagrams for all the classes (5M)

(f) Refactor the class diagram drawn to reduce redundancy of information. (5M)



2. Define a class called Vehicle that will be used to check the amount of fuel left in a vehicle after traveling
a certain distance. The class should have the instance variable tankSize to store the initial size of the
tank and efficiency to store initial efficiency of the vehicle. Set to zero the variable fuelInTank that is
used to store the initial amount of fuel in a tank. Include a mutator method that returns iniTankSize,
initEfficiency and fuelInTank. Include an accessor method addPetrol that calculates how much fuel can
be filled depending on the fuel existing in the tank and the tank’s capacity. Also, include a method driveTo
that returns what distance can be traveled with the available fuel and provided efficiency. You should
decide which variables should be public, if any. Also, define if any other method(s) are needed.

(a) Vehicle class code with appropriate variables and methods. (7M)

(b) Class diagram for vehicle class code. (3M)

3. Use the Vehicle class written in Question-2 to form a fleet of cars represented by Fleet class. The fleet
of cars are to be stored in an ArrayList collection. Now, complete the following tasks using appropriate
loop structure.

(a) Write spotVehicle method that can take a vehicle and return a boolean status if the vehicle is found
in the fleet. The vehicle is deemed found if any vehicle in the fleet shares the same object reference
as the vehicle provided via actual parameter. (5M)

(b) Write replicateFleet method that will copy the vehicles into a new array list and return the new array
list. (5M)


